
Jirka And Pavel Krauskopf 

This is a picture of my cousins Jirka and Pavel Krauskopf. The picture was taken at the beginning of
the 1930s, probably in Brezany. Uncle Rudolf was born in 1898 in Prague. His wife was Jewish, Aunt
Lilly, born Rubinova in 1905. They had two sons, Pavel and Jiri. Jiri was born in 1926 and Pavel nine
years later. Jiri and Pavel were like brothers to me, and my aunt meant more to me than my own
mother. I loved her very much. They were my main family. Uncle Rudolf used to say: 'Every normal
person marries a woman and has as many children with her as he himself wants. Instead of two
children I have three, and instead of one woman two.' And then he would explain it: 'When we buy
something for my children, Ruth has to get the same. And when my wife is having something sewn
for her, the same has to be sewn for Ruth as well.' Rudolf and Lilly had a beautiful villa in Brezany
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near Prague that they had bought in a devastated state and had entirely renovated it. We used to
go there mainly in the summer, and it was a beautiful place. They had added a balcony, and a
shelter in the smaller front yard. There was a terrace where they used to dine and a wine cellar.
From a magnificent dining room you exited to a large back yard. In Brezany they had electricity as
well as running water. The villa had two very valuable rooms. The first was the so-called Golden
Ludwig salon, decorated with hand-embroidered Gobelin tapestry, but it was more just for show.
Then there was a gorgeous dark dining room, which did get used. The table, chair and desk legs
were these carved columns, each with a lion's head that had a bronze ring in its moth. There was
also a beautiful golden bedroom with shiny furniture with mother-of-pearl ornamental inlays.
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